
In Italy, grocery stores sell old potatoes (stored in refrigerated warehouses from the previous year) because
these have less water content and require less flour to dry up moisture. In the US, old potatoes are not sold
but Cook’s Illustrated magazine came up with the idea of using baked potatoes, instead of boiled ones,
because potatoes lose a lot of water if baked. This simulates the loss of water during warehousing of old
potatoes and does the trick.

Your gnocchi will be so much better if you buy a potato ricer (this one is available for less than $15 and is
recommended by Cook’s Illustrated Amazon.com: RSVP International (SPUD) Potato Ricer. If you prefer your
mashed potatoes without lumps, the ricer will be a good addition to your kitchen.

One bunch of asparagus (green or white)

One egg per person

Good olive oil or (optional) truffle oil

Salt and pepper

Ingredients:

A simple and effective side or second course. Vegetarian and gluten free!

4 baking potatoes (Russet)

4 oz. of all-purpose flour

1 egg

Salt and pepper

Butter

Real Parmesan cheese (Parmigiano Reggiano or Grana Padano)

Fresh sage leaves

Optional: diced pancetta

Ingredients (for two people)

Italian cooking is simple: it generally forgoes elaborated sauces and instead aims to highlight the flavor
and quality of ingredients. This differs from French and Italian-American cuisines, which rely more on
sauces and dairy to add flavor. Potato gnocchi is a common dish in many Italian restaurants, but gnocchi
really is worth preparing  from scratch at home---inexpensive, vegetarian and impressively fluffy and
flavorful!
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The objective is to produce fluffy dumplings with a nice potato flavor. Industrially-
produced gnocchi use too much flour for the purpose of making sure gnocchi keep
their shape---however, this makes them rubbery and rather unappealing.

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B000OLA7KS/?tag=cioequippilot-20


Aperol has the same alcohol content (11%) of many wines. Therefore, this is not a
particularly strong cocktail. However, that does not mean that you should drink 10 of them
in a row! 

If you are using Campari, it has 24% alcohol. More about their differences here The
Difference Between Campari & Aperol | Food & Wine (foodandwine.com)

The neutral flavor of gnocchi means that the wine will be paired to the condiment. If you are
using brown butter and sage as will shown in the event, a crisp Northern Italian white such as
Ribolla Gialla, Pinot Bianco (or Grigio if it is a good one from a small producer) will be good.
Otherwise, you can go for a mild red such as Marzemino, Valpolicella Ripasso or a Pinot Noir.
If you are adding pancetta, you can dare a little more with bolder reds such as Teroldego,
Barbera, Barbaresco or Friulano.

WINE PAIRINGS

Fill a large glass with ice

Pour prosecco and Aperol in equal parts

Add a splash of soda or sparkling water

Garnish with orange slice

Steps: 

Note: if you participated in the risotto event and have Bitter Campari in the house, you can
use that instead of buying Aperol, too. Bitter Campari makes the cocktail a little more robust
so you can try using less than the 50/50 quantity in the recipe below.

In Italy, spritzes are summer beverages where you dilute wine with sparkling water to tame
alcohol and make a long drink. It is typical to prepare a drink with half a glass of white wine
and the same amount of sparkling water. Here we are going a bit fancier.

Using the steps from the makers of Aperol Aperol Spritz Ritual |Aperol:

APEROL SPRITZ

La Cucina: The Regional Cooking of Italy by The Italian Academy of Cuisine

(October 20, 2009)

The Silver Spoon (Traditional Italian Home Cooking Recipes) by The Silver Spoon Kitchen 

(October 24, 2011)

BOOKS
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https://www.aperol.com/en-us/aperol-spritz-ritual
https://www.amazon.com/Cucina-Regional-Cooking-Italy/dp/0847831477/
https://www.amazon.com/Silver-Spoon-New-Kitchen/dp/0714862568/

